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Abstract 

A method for the determination of the gas diffusion coefficient D through thin membranes has been developed taking 
into account the membrane surface kinetic processes. The hydrogen permeation through STE890 steel and the amorphous 
alloy Fe40Ni4oMo4B16 has been investigated in a wide temperature range with the aid of a method developed by the 
authors. It is shown that the theoretical and experimental approach developed for the determination of hydrogen diffusivity 
and permeation provides the possibility to gain reasonable results and can IX successfully used for further studies. A 
criterion was set out to determine when the surface kinetic processes should IX taken into account. The permeation and 
diffusion coefficients obtained with the aid of the present method, show a good correlation with those obtained by other 
authors with other methods. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1. Introduction 

Hydrogen permeation in metals and alloys is a compli- 
cated phenomenon including several successive stages: 
adsorption, dissociation, dissolution, diffusion, recombina- 
tion and desorption. Until now it is a general opinion that 
the surface processes play an insignificant role in the gas 
permeation through metals and alloys since it is considered 
that they are much faster than the diffusion itself [1-16]. 
This is probably true in the case of relatively thick speci- 
mens [13]. Unfortunately in some cases the specimens 
investigated cannot be made thick enough to eliminate the 
influence of the surface reactions on the processes of gas 
permeation. For example, this problem is encountered in 
the study of gas permeation through amorphous metallic 
alloys, where the preparation of specimens thicker than 50 
Ixm is physically impossible, or when the experimental 
set-ups do not allow investigations of thicker specimens. It 
should be also noted that the investigation of gas perme- 
ation on relatively thick specimens requires longer experi- 
mental periods. 

* Corresponding author. 

The classical approach for the determination of the gas 
diffusion coefficient D in metals and alloys is based on 
the solution of the second order differential equation, 
known as second Fick's equation. For the permeated gas 
quantity Q(t) through a thin membrane of thickness l, the 
latter yields the well known dependences [1-3] 

Q(t) = J(°°)S( t -  ~-~ } = J (~)S{ t -  rD} 

and J ( r D )  = 0.6299J(oo). 

In the above equations the quantities l, S and r D, are 
measured experimentally and they can be conveniently 
used for determination of the diffusion coefficient D [1-6]. 
Here j(oo) is the stationary gas flux at t ~ ~, r D = 12/6D 
is the delay time due to the diffusion process, S is the 
surface area of the specimen and t is the time. Note that 
the delay times r D, determined with each of both the 
equations quoted above should IX equal. Very frequently, 
the analysis of the experimental permeation data, using the 
above cited equations, shows a discrepancy between both 
delay times. For example, this is the case shown in Fig. 1 
where the delay times determined with both equations 
differ almost by a factor of two from each other. The 
observed discrepancy between the values of r D is due to 
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Fig. 1. A typical experimental curve obtained by the permeation 
experiments on STE890 steel specimen covered with thin layer 
from Pd (T=673 K, /=0.001 m, S=3.14XI0 -4 m 2 and 
PH2 = 1.5 kPa). The best fitted lines obtained by a non-linear 
regression of the experimental data, using Eq. (10) and the 
classical solution of the Fick equation, together with the perme- 
ated gas quantity Q(t), are shown as a function of the time. The 
intercept of the Q(t)-asymptote with the time axis ~-, shows the 
total delay time of the permeation process. The value ~-b,q- 
J(~'r~l) = 0.6299J(zc) [2] shows the expected delay time using the 
results based on the classical Fick's theory. 

the existence of kinetic processes, taking place simultane- 
ously with diffusion which explains the considerable in- 
crease of the delay time. The analysis of the experimental 
data of gas permeation through thin membranes obtained 

by us, using different theories dealing with this phenomena 
[1-4,7,10,12,13,16-24,31], showed that the most probable 
explanation of the increase of the delay time is the exis- 

tence of surface reactions on the inlet surface of the 
studied specimens. 

The question about the influence of the surface reac- 
tions on the hydrogen diffusivity is still unclear and as far 
as we know, there does not exist a detailed and self-con- 
sistent theoretical description which takes into account the 
processes in question [ 10,12,13,17-24,31 ]. Therefore, the 
theoretical and experimental study of this phenomena will 
lead to its elucidation and will allow a proper treatment of 
the experimental gas permeation data. 

The aim of the present study is to develop suitable 
theoretical and experimental techniques in order to gain 
quantitative information on the hydrogen permeation 
mechanism in alloys also in the cases, where rates of the 
surface processes are comparable with those of the gas 
permeation processes. 

2. Experimental approach 

The principle scheme of our computer controlled exper- 
imental equipment developed on the basis of a MI 1201 
mass-spectrometer is described in detail in our previous 
studies [4,6]. The diffusion cell consists of inlet and outlet 

chambers separated by the studied specimen. The speci- 
men with exactly known surface area (3.14 x 10 - 4  m 2) 

and thickness (1 mm) is mounted between the cell flanges. 
A high vacuum of 10-6-10  -7 Pa is reached in both cell 
chambers with the aid of the high vacuum pumping sets of 
the mass-spectrometer MI-1201 B and a SNI-3 (system for 
introduction of isotopes) apparatus. The scheme of SNI-3 
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Fig. 2. Principle scheme of SNI-3 (system for introduction of isotopes) and the diffusion cell. VI to VI4  - high vacuum valves; EVI to 
EV3 - electromagnetic valves; BI - buffer volume; B2 and B3 - calibration volumes; M - pressure gauge; Acc - source for pure 
hydrogen; BP - backing pump; DP - diffusion pump; BBB - backing volume. 
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and the diffusion cell in question is shown in Fig. 2. After 
pumping, the diffusion cell heating unit is switched on in 
order to clean carefully the surface of the specimen. This 
cleaning is carried out in order to remove the adsorbed 
gases (02, CO2, H20,  etc.), since these surface gas con- 
tamination hinder, and in some cases can even cause a 
strong reduction of hydrogen permeation into the speci- 
men. After degassing of the inlet working surface of the 
specimen (membrane) and reaching the desired working 
temperature, a high purity (99.9999%) hydrogen from a 
solid state hydrogen accumulator is introduced into the 
inlet chamber. The filling time till for all pressures studied 
( p  = 5 to 7 x 10  4 Pa) was t m < 0.5 s. The change of the 
gas flux passing through the membrane J is monitored as 
a function of time with the aid of the mass-spectrometer. 
After reaching a stationary state gas flux j(oo), the hydro- 
gen is pumped out from the inlet chamber. This procedure 
is carried out for all pressures studied. 

3. Theoretical approach 

In order to determine the hydrogen diffusion coefficient 
D, taking into account the presence of surface reactions on 
the inlet surface of the studied specimen, it is necessary to 
solve the equations describing simultaneously the surface 
processes with the 2nd Fick equation, which accounts for 
the diffusion process through the membrane. This is not an 
easy task from the mathematical point of view [25,32], 
since both processes closely interact with each other. It is 
shown below that the kinetic processes which take place 
on the surface of the specimen determine the boundary 
conditions of the diffusion equation. 

3.1. Formulation o f  the problem 

As it was mentioned above the gas permeation through 
a membrane includes the following successive processes: 
adsorption of the gas molecules on the inlet surface of the 
membrane, dissociation of the gas molecules to atoms and 
dissolution of the gas atoms, i.e., transition of the adsorbed 
gas atoms from the surface into the volume of the speci- 
men and diffusion through the membrane [17-24,26,27]. 

These processes can be described mathematically by 
the following system of kinetic equations: 

d0m 
dt = kadsp(1 - o" - -  0 m )  - kdes0m --  kdiss0m Jr- krecO#, 

(1) 

dO. 
dt 

dC 

dt 

- -  = kdso, C ( 1  - O" - 0m)  - k~o, + kdiss0m --  kroc 0 # ,  

( 2 )  

- -  = -kdso, C(1 - O" - 0m) + ksolo" - 3"JD" (3) 

Here, 0 m and O" denote the fractions of the available 
adsorption sites occupied by gas molecules and gas atoms, 
respectively, p is the gas pressure, C is the dissolved gas 
concentration in the membrane surface in molar fractions, 
JD accounts for the change of C with time due to diffu- 
sion, kad s and kde s a r e  the adsorption and the desorption 
kinetic coefficients, kdiss a n d  kre c are the kinetic coeffi- 
cients of dissociation of the gas molecules and of recom- 
bination of the gas atoms, kso I and kasol are the kinetic 
coefficients of solution and dissolution, respectively and 3' 
is a coefficient which equates the dimension between C, O" 
and J o -  Here it is assumed that the gas molecules are 
di-atomic. In the above system of equations, Eq. ( l )  
describes the balance of the adsorption sites on the surface 
occupied by gas molecules. The first two members of the 
right-hand side of this equation account for the influence 
of the adsorption and the desorption processes on the 0 m 
balance. The second two members account for the influ- 
ence of the dissociation and recombination processes re- 
spectively, i.e., in our particular case the reaction H E ~ 2H. 
Eq. (2) describes the balance of the adsorption sites occu- 
pied by gas atoms. The first two members of the right-hand 
side of Eq. (2) account for the influence of the processes of 
solution of the adsorbed gas atoms and dissolution of the 
solved gas atoms on the O" balance. The second two 
members coincide with these in Eq. (1), but are multiplied 
by a negative sign, since the dissociation process leads to 
an increase of the O" sites, as the recombination processes 
lead to their decrease. The balance of the gas concentration 
C dissolved in the membrane, is given by Eq. (3). 

The diffusion process through the membrane is de- 
scribed by the classical Fick equation [25]. Since in our 
case the physical conditions are equal for the whole sur- 
face of the studied specimen, a discussion of the one-di- 
mensional problem is only necessary: 

OC 02C 
O - -  (4) 

Ot Ox 2 

with initial and boundary conditions: 

t = 0 :  C = O  
x = O :  C =  C(O, t ) .  

x = l :  C = O  

Here the origin of the co-ordinate system is taken on the 
inlet surface of the studied specimen (membrane). Note 
that C(0, t) is an unknown time dependent function, which 
should be determined from the solution of Eqs. (1)-(3). 
The system of Eqs. (1)-(4) formulated in this way de- 
scribes explicitly the diffusion through a thin membrane 
taking into account all kinetic processes on its inlet sur- 
face. 

3.2. Solution o f  the problem 

It is seen that in order to solve the diffusion problem, 
the change of the dissolved gas with time, C(0, t), should 
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be determined, i.e., it is necessary first to solve the system 
of Eqs. (1)-(3), and then Eq. (4). Eqs. (1)-(4) can be 
solved only numerically. In order to make the problem 
mathematically tractable, some simplifying assumptions 
are made which are justified by the experimental evidence 
as it will be seen in Section 4. 

It is assumed that 
(1) The adsorption and dissociation processes are very 

last and therefore their contribution to the delay time r is 
negligible [31 ]. 

(2) The fraction of the sites occupied by the molecules 
and atoms on the membrane surface fulfil the conditions 
~ << 1, 0 m << 1 [17,19,21,23]. 

(3) The rate of the gas transport into the membrane is 
much slower than the net rates of the solution and dissolu- 
tion processes, i.e., -kd.~oiC(l - 0~ - 0 m) + k~o I 0~ > >  ~/JD. 

These assumptions automatically lead to the following 
equations: 

k~.~O~=k,~O~. (5) 

kaa~P(l - 0 a -  On, ) =kae~0m, (6) 

and reduce Eqs. (1)-(3) to two linear differential equa- 
tions: 

dO. 
dt - kd~'°lC - k~°lO~" (7) 

dC 

dt 
- - =  -k~o,C + k~o,~, (8) 

with boundary conditions for C(0, t): t = 0: C(0, t) = C(0, 
0) and t ~ ~c: C(0, t) = C(0, ~) 

It is physically reasonable to assume that C(0, 0) = 0 at 
t = 0. Unfortunately this condition is rarely fulfilled in our 
experiment, since the first quantities of the permeated gas 
flux are registered at times, at which C(0, 0) is already 
different from zero. Therefore, in order to make our exper- 
imental data tractable within the frame of the present 
theoretical approach, it is assumed that C(0, 0) ~ const. 4:0 
at t = 0 .  

A detailed description of the procedure for the solution 
of the Eqs. (7) and (8) is given for example in [32]. 
Following this procedure and taking into account that the 
right band sides of Eqs. (7) and (8) are linearly dependent, 
for C(0, t) 

C(O. t) = C, + C: e x p [ -  (ka~o, + k.o,)t ] 

= C~ + C 2 e x p [ - k t ]  

is obtained [32]• Here C I and C 2 are integration constants 
and k is a kinetic coefficient accounting for the net result 

of the kinetic dissolution and solution coefficients. Taking 
into account the above listed boundary conditions, 

[[ ] c ( 0 ,  t)  = c ( o ,  2 )  1 - 1 c ( 0 ,  ~) exp(-~t) 

= C(0, oo) [1 - a exp( - kt)]. (9) 

is finally obtained. Here A = [1 - (C(0 ,  O)/C(O, ~) ) ] .  
The solution of Eq. (4) for a time dependent boundary 

condition on the membrane surface is given by the follow- 
ing Fourier series [25]: 

C(x ,  t)  = Y'.= exp 

---Sv---) c(0, 

Substituting C(0, z) in the above equation with its 
equal - -  Eq. (9), the following is obtained: 

C(x, ) -  l ~l 

e x p [ ~ )  [I - Aexp( - k-r )]d'r 

• [ n ' l T X  
s m ~ - - ~ - ) .  (10) 

Performing the integration in Eq. (10) and taking into 
account that 

", sin((,,-~x)//) ~ ( / - ~ )  
'~. - - -  and 

n ! 
?1- ,  I 

n s i n ( ( n ' r r x ) / l )  " r r s i n l ( k / D ) l / 2 ( l - x ) ]  
E ; - ~ )  

[291, 

2 s i n [ ( k / D ) ' / Z l ]  

C(x. t) 
2C(0,  zc) " r r ( l -  x)  

w 2l 
A e x p ( - k t )  

~r sin[( k / D ) ' / 2 (  I -  x)] 
X 

z 
+ Y ' . n  

.~, . 2 - ( k l 2 ) / ( D ~  2) :2] 

( l l )  

is finally obtained. 
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As was explained in Section 2, the gas flux permeated 
J( t ) = - ( 9 C( x, t ) / O x )l x= ~ [2,25] through the membrane 
was measured in our experiment instead of C(x, t). Sub- 
stituting the obtained solution for C(x, t) into J(t) for the 
needed dependence, 

OC(x, t) x=l 
J(t)  = - D  Ox 

A / e x p ( - k t )  ,/2 _ C(O, cc)D 1 -  

+2=1 n~ _ (U~)/ (O~)  

exp /2 (12) 

is obtained. In some cases, it is more convenient to treat 
the experimental data with the permeated gas quantity 
Q(t) instead of J(t). Substituting J(t) from Eq. (12) into 
Q = Sf~J(t)dt [2] and performing the integration, 

Q(t) = S fotJ (t) dt 

A l ( e x p ( - k t ) - l ) (  1 1 '/2 
=J(oo)S  t+ sin[(k/O),/21] -~--~ ] 

~ ( - 1 ) " 1 2 [  An 2 ] 
+ 2  }-". n-57r2--- ~ n2 - n =  1 ( kl2)/( O,rr2) - 1 

X [exp( n2:~ Dt ) - - I ] )  (13) 

is obtained. Here J(m) = (DC(0, ~))/l is the value of the 
gas flux at t --+ m. At t --+ ~, (this is practically the time at 
which J(t) --+ J (~)  = const.) all time dependent members 
in Eq. (13) tend to zero. Taking into account that 

( - - 1 ) "  

Y l  n2 -- ( k Y )  - '~-D'/l '2 ) 

__ ,freD Tf 2 ( O )  1/2 

2kl 2 21sin[(k/D)'/21] 

~¢ ( -- 1)" "rr 2 

and }-". n2 12 
n=|  

[291, ([,2 AI} 
Q( t )=J (~ )S  t -  ~ +  = J ( m ) S { t - r }  (14) 

is obtained for the permeated gas quantity at t ~ m.  Here, 
r denotes the total delay time of the permeation process. 

Three possible cases exist: 12/(6D)-~ A/k, 12/(6D) 
>> A/k  and 12/6D << A/k. 

The first expression describes the case when the rates 
of the surface reactions and the diffusion are comparable 
with each other and, therefore, with equal contribution to 
r,  i.e., here the determined total delay time z is a sum of 
the delay times of the processes of diffusion z D and the 
kinetic processes taking place on the membrane surface 

Tkin: 
T = T D + Tki n. 

The second expression describes the case when the 
surface processes are very fast and the observed delay time 
is determined mainly by the gas diffusion through the 
specimen. Taking into account that in this case the first 
member, r o, accounting for the delay time due to the 
diffusion, is much larger than the second one, r o >> %i, 
Eq. (14) reduces to the classical result, Q(t)= J(~)S{t- 
(12/(6D))}, quoted in Section 1. For this case the depen- 
dence J(T D) = 0.6299J(~) [2,3] is also fulfilled. The ful- 
fillment of this dependence shows that the permeation 
process is controlled mainly by the diffusion and, there- 
fore, in the analysis of the experimental data it may be 
used as a criterion, whether the permeation process is 
purely diffusion controlled or not. For example in Fig. 1 
this condition is not fulfilled and, therefore, the experimen- 
tal results should be treated with Eq. (12). 

The third expression, 12 / (6D)<<A/k ,  describes the 
case when the diffusion process is much faster than the 
surface kinetic processes, r o << %i,- In this case, Eq. (14) 
reduces to Q(t)=J(oo)S{t- (A/k)} and the experimen- 
tally measured delay time z is mainly due to the processes 
which take place on the surface of the specimen. Substitut- 
ing t with rkin=A/k into Eq. (12) and taking into 
a c c o u n t  t h a t  ( l a k ) / D  << 1 a n d  t h a t  
(sin[(k/D)l/21]/l(k/D)'/al(k?)/o ~ o --+ 1 for J(rkin), 

1(~'ki.) 
b = 1 - -  = A e x p ( - a )  (15) g(~) 

is obtained. The solution of this equation with respect to A 
is given by the omega function W [30]: 

A = - W( - b) .  

It should be noted that only these values of b are physi- 
cally meaningful which obey the inequality 0 < b < 
0.367894 [30]. Therefore, as in the previous case this can 
be used for a preliminary assessment of the experimental 
data in order to decide, whether the permeation process is 
surface-reaction controlled or not. Taking into account that 
A= - W ( - b )  and that rki ,=A/k  for the kinetic rate 
constant k, in this case 

W [ -  (1 -- ( J ( T k i n ) / J ( ° ° ) ) ) ]  
k = - (16) 

Tkin 

is obtained. The considerations used provide the answer of 
the question, formulated implicitly in Section 1, namely 
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how thick should be the membrane that the influence of 
the surface processes on the permeation measurements can 
be neglected. As it is seen from the analysis carried above, 
the condition for diffusion controlled permeation is r D >> 
rki .. Solving this inequality with respect to l, / 2 >> 
( 6 D A ) / k  is obtained. 

Concluding this section it should be noted that the 
treatment of the experimental permeation data, using only 
the equations cited in Section 1, should be done in the case 
when J(ro)=O.6299J(oc), i.e., in the case when the 
inequality 1 2 / ( 6 D ) > > A / k  is fulfilled. In some cases 
these conditions are not fulfilled and therefore it is recom- 
mended, to treat the experimental data with Eq. (12) in 
order to avoid erroneous conclusions. 

4. Experimental results and discussion 

The analysis developed assumes that the observed dis- 
crepancy between the theory and experiment is due to 
surface reactions on the inlet surfaces of the specimens. To 
check the validity of this assumption and gain proof in its 
support specimens prepared from STE890 steel (C - 0.18, 
Si - 0.23, Mn - t.4, P - 0.007, S - 0.003, Cr - 0.025, 
Mo - 0.496 in wt%) and the amorphous Fe4oNi4oMo4B 16 
alloy have been studied. The specimens from STE890 steel 
were prepared from steel sheets first submitted to plastic 
deformation and then annealed at l l50°C for 3 h. After 
annealing the samples were cooled down in the furnace. 
The samples from the amorphous Fe4oNi40Mo4B~6 alloy 
were made from as-quenched amorphous ribbons without 
any preliminary mechanical or thermal treatments. Three 
types of samples have been prepared from these speci- 
mens: as-obtained and covered with thin coating from Pd 
or amorphous carbon. The processes discussed here take 
place on the membrane surface. Hence it should be ex- 
pected that a possible change of the surface conditions will 
lead to changes in the observed functional dependencies of 
the hydrogen transport through the studied samples. Pro- 
vided that Eq. (12) is valid, the coating with Pd or with 
amorphous carbon respectively, will change only the sur- 
face characteristics of the sample but not the hydrogen 
permeation or diffusivity. 

A typical experimental curve obtained is shown in Fig. 
1. The best fits by non-linear regression using both Eq. 
(12) and the classical solution of the Fick equation [2] are 
also shown in Fig. 1. It is seen that the hydrogen flux 
calculated from Eq. (12) is very close to the experimen- 
tally obtained one. On the contrary the flux calculated 
from the classical equations [2] deviates considerably. This 
result is an indirect proof that the observed discrepancy 
between the experiment and the classical theory is a result 
of surface processes. 

All experimental curves J = J(t)  obtained from differ- 
ent samples, temperatures and hydrogen pressures were 
analyzed by non-linear regression using Eq. (12). The 

values of the hydrogen steady state flux, j(o~), the diffu- 
sion coefficient, D, the kinetic rate constant, k, and the 
parameter, A, were derived. 

At steady state dOm/dt = O, dO,/dt  = 0 and d C / d t  = 
0, and the system of Eqs. (5)-(8), reduces to 

h,,~om : <~co]-, (17) 

hd~p:Ge~Om, (18) 

kd~,,tC = k~,,m 6~ . . (19) 

It should be noted that in this case Eqs. (7) and (8) are 
linearly dependent and thus reduce to Eq. (19). The solu- 
tion of the above system with respect to 0 a, 0 m and C(0, 
w) leads to an expression similar to Sievert's rule [28]: 

C ( 0 , ~ )  : ~ V kdeskrec 

= K(T)I/-p. (20) 

Here k~, = kads/kdes, k a = krec/kdiss, k~ = k~ol/kd~ol [23] 
and K(T)  is a gas solubility coefficient. Substituting Eq. 
(20) into J ( ~ ) =  (DC(O, ~ ) ) / l  yields j ( o c ) =  
(( DK)/ l )~/-p = ( P / I ) v ~  - -  Richardson's Law of Per- 
meation [21]. The product P = DK is commonly defined 
as gas permeation. Therefore, J (~)  at constant temperature 
should be linearly dependent on the square root of the 
pressure in the inlet chamber ~ and the slopes should 
determine the hydrogen permeation, P, through the speci- 
men. 

The values of the steady state hydrogen flux J (~)  for 
the as-prepared STE890 plotted vs. grp are shown in Fig. 

3. It is seen that the law J(~)  ~ ~ ,  is obeyed at nearly 
all experimental pressures, p, with the exception of the 
low pressures, where the J (~)  curve deviate from the 
square root law. This deviation is probably due to the 
assumptions made in Section 3 - -  0a << 1 and 0,1 << 1, 
which may not be correct at low T and p. In this case Eq. 

25 
T~W698K 

T~633K 
20 ,A33~ 

T -483K 

=15 

e. lO 

5 • 

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 
Square root of hydrogen preunre, Pa ~a 

Fig. 3. Steady state hydrogen fluxes J(~) in the 413-698 K 
temperature range through as prepared specimen of STE890 steel 
as a function of the square root of the pressure p in the inlet 
chamber. 
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(20) obtained by the Eqs. (17) - (19)  is not correct  and 
j(oo) = j 0 o ,  p )  dependence  should be determined f rom 

Eqs. ( 1 ) - ( 3 )  at dOm/dt = 0, dOa/dt = O, dC /d t  = 0 and 

--kdsolC(1 -- 0 a -- 0m) H- ksol0 a D> "YJD: 

ka~ p ( l  -- 0. -- 0m) -- %o~0m -- %,s. 0m + k~=0.  ~ = 0.  

(21)  

j ( oo ) t  
kdso,-----D~ (1 -- O a -- Om) -- ksolO a "l- kdissO m -- krecO ? = 0, 

(22 )  

J(oo)l 
- - k d s o l T ( 1  -- 0 a -- 0m) -{- ksol0 a = 0. (23)  

In Eqs. (22) and (23) C(0, =)  is substituted with its 
equal C(0, ~ ) =  (j(oo)l)/D. By solving this sys tem with 
respect  to 0 a, 0 m and J (~) ,  

% D P J ( ~ )  - - 
k~ka 
"-'~"d P ( k a p +  1 ) = 0  

(24)  

is obtained. The same dependence  o f  J ( ~ )  on the pressure 
p as the one observed in Fig. 3 is obtained f rom the 
solution of  Eq. (24) with respect  to f p - .  

The analysis o f  Eqs. (20) and (24) show that the 
transition f rom J ( ~ ) ~  ~ to J ( ~ ) ~ p  is due to the 
influence o f  the adsorption and dissociat ion processes ,  
since they are responsible for the dynamics  of  0, and 0 m 
sites. This result differs f rom the explanation accepted in 
the literature [17-24],  where  it is assumed that the ob- 
served functional dependence  J (~ ,  p )  is due to the transi- 
tion from diffusion to surface reaction controlled perme-  
ation. If  the above stated result is correct, it should be 
expected that coating with materials (such as Pd or amor-  
phous carbon) which accelerate the adsorption and dissoci- 
ation will lead to fulfi l lment of  the square root law and 
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I w~'hout Ioyer 
.tth e ~ l ~ n  ~y~ 
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.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 

Reciprocal temperature, 10VK 

Fig. 5. Arrhenius plot of the hydrogen permeability P, for the 
STE890 steel. J - as prepared, A - covered with Pd and K - 
covered with amorphous carbon. 
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Fig. 6. Arrhenius plot of the hydrogen diffusivity D, for the 
STE890 steel. J - as prepared, A - covered with Pd and K - 
covered with amorphous carbon. 
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Fig. 4. Steady state hydrogen fluxes J(~), through the same 
specimen of STE890 steel and for the same temperature range, as 
in Fig. 3, covered with a thin Pd layer, as a function of the square 
root of the pressure p in the inlet chamber. 
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Fig. 7. Arrhenius plot of the adsorption rate constant k, for the 
STE890 steel. J - as prepared, A - covered with Pd and K - 
covered with amorphous carbon. 
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Table 1 
Values of the hydrogen permeability P0, the hydrogen diffusivity coefficient D 0, and the kinetic coefficient of the adsorption reaction k o 
and their activation energies Ep, E D, and E k for STE890 steel and the amorphous Fe4oNi40Mo4B16 alloy obtained from the Arrhenius 
plots in Figs. 5-8 

Specimen Diffusion Permeability Kinetic rate constant 

D 0 ( m 2 / s )  E D (kJ/mol) Po (g/(m s Pa° 5)) Ep (kJ/mol) k o (S - I  ) E k (kJ/mol) 

STE890 O)  3.2 X 10 s 6.12 2.8 x 10 ~ 34.92 4.9 X l0  -2 13.7 
STE890 (A) 4.7 X 10 -8 7.53 1.07 X 10 ~ 31.00 4.2 × 10 -2 10.73 
STE890 (K) 3.3 × 10 ~ 5.45 1.36 × 10 ~ 31.06 6.7 X 10-2 14.2 
Fe4oNi4oMo4Br6 2.5 X l0 -9 29.6 . . . .  

validity of Eq. (12) for all temperatures and pressures 
applied [ 11 ]. 

The steady state hydrogen fluxes at different tempera- 
tures, measured for specimens covered with Pd, are plotted 
vs. square root of the pressure in Fig. 4. It is seen that the 
J (~)  ~ ~/p law is obeyed for all pressures and tempera- 
tures studied. Similar results as in Fig. 4 are observed for 
the specimens covered with amorphous carbon. Therefore, 
for the particular case of hydrogen permeation studied here 
it can be concluded that the transition from J(~)  ~ ~ -  to 
j ( ~ )  u p  at low pressure is due to limitations imposed on 
the hydrogen permeation from adsorption and dissociation. 
Hydrogen permeation experiments carried out at low tem- 
peratures and pressures should be performed on specimens, 
covered with a thin layer of a material which accelerates 
adsorption and dissociation in order to make Eq. (12) 
applicable. 

Figs. 5 -7  present Arrhenius plots of hydrogen perme- 
ation, P, (Fig. 5), diffusion coefficient, D, (Fig. 6) and 
kinetic coefficient, k, (Fig. 7) derived from Eq. (12) for 
as-prepared and coated with Pd or amorphous carbon 
specimens. It is seen that the Arrhenius plots of P and D 
overlap for all specimens in the whole temperature range 

1 E - 1 1  - -  

/ 

#IF-12 

E 

~.1E-13 
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3.2 
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Fig. 8. Arrhenius plot of the diffusion coefficient D, for the 
amorphous Fe40 Ni40 M°4 B 16 alloy in the 428-568 K temperature 
range (solid squares), compared with the experimental data of Lin 
and Perng [5], obtained by the electrochemical permeation method, 
for the amorphous FeaoNi38Mo4Bi8 alloy in the temperature 
range - 303-348 K (open squares). 

studied. On the contrary, in Fig. 7 it can be seen that the 
kinetic coefficient, k, is strongly affected from the coating 
material, which accounts for the assumption of surface 
processes involvement in the hydrogen permeation kinet- 
ics. 

The theory developed has been tested also on experi- 
mental data for amorphous Fe40Ni40Mo4Bi6 alloy ob- 
tained in [4]. Fig. 8 shows the Arrhenius plot of diffusion 
coefficients D obtained for this data using Eq. (12) (solid 
squares). These values for D are compared with the data 
of Lin and Perng [5] for the amorphous Fe4oNi38MozB18 
alloy obtained by electrochemical permeation (open 
squares). A good agreement can be observed despite the 
different methods applied. 

The values for Po, Do, ko, Ep, E D, and E k, for 
STE890 steel, and the amorphous Fe4oNin0MonB16 alloy, 
derived from Arrhenius plots in Figs. 5-8,  are presented in 
Table 1. 

5. Conclus ions  

A method for the determination of the hydrogen diffu- 
sion coefficient D through thin membranes has been de- 
veloped taking into account the kinetic processes on the 
membrane surface. The theoretical and experimental ap- 
proach developed for the determination of the hydrogen 
diffusivity and hydrogen permeation provides the possibil- 
ity to obtain reliable results and can be applied to study the 
permeation of hydrogen into different materials. It is shown 
that the rate of hydrogen permeation is influenced by 
processes on the specimen's surface. This is particularly 
true when the hydrogen permeation into amorphous rib- 
bons is studied. A criterion was set out for the determina- 
tion when the surface kinetic processes should be taken 
into account. The results obtained show that the method 
proposed leads to reliable results, comparable to those of 
other authors [5,31]. 
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